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Introduction ABOUT: Spatially-Fed is greatly inspired by the
new and emerging field of neuroaesthetics,
which “uses brain imaging, brain wave
technology and biofeedback to gather scientific
evidence of how we respond to the arts. Through
this, there is physical, scientific evidence that the
arts engage the mind in novel ways, tap into our
emotions in healthy ways and make us feel
good." So we like to ask.... 
MISSION: we promote the intersection of artist
well-being and well-being through the arts
through research, residencies, education, and
public exhibition and/or performance.
VISION: A vibrant and inclusive arts scene that
enriches lives 



Monthly workshops/group knowledge
sharing for business development or
creative insight - topics that have been
crowd sourced by our community.

Celebrating artist statements in
Gainesville through a short film format
which is screened and celebrated with
the help of community advocates, and
archived. 

Organized and facilitated live
performance and audio/visual art
 that community can join in on with low
barriers to entry.
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The Resourced
Creatives Meet Up

GNV Creations Performance
Crew

Our Programs Supporting Local Creatives 
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Get Spatially-Fed Outdoors - Inserting
fun, creativity, and play into local land
stewardship. 
GNV Art History - Uncover, create, and
maintain local histories of artistry through
oral, written, and other creative mediums
(coming soon)
Local Food Is Local Art - Supplementing
arts-related events in the community with
fun and mindful eating to add creative flair
and uplift awareness of overall well being
by connecting local organic farms with
local culinary artists

Community
Engagement
Programs



Artist Advocates - Artist Advocacy helps
disseminate positive messaging that
informs the public about the need for
creative wellbeing and for a thriving
creative community. Established
businesses and organizations promote
Spatially-Fed’s mission through their own
mediums, marketing, resources, etc. in
exchange for our partnership, connecting
them to local artists, in-house creative
direction, or guest facilitation of arts
activities in the community.

Publicly Shared Resource Folder for
wellbeing and business development
Community Research Surveys
Creative Directories

Digital Resource Hub

Speaking Engagements - With a
background in arts in medicine, we visit
and collaborate with organizations that
influencing policies to support the arts,
create public awareness campaigns on
the importance of art, and contribute to
workshops and seminars for artists on
entrepreneurship and marketing.
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Advocacy and Education
Programs

 
 



306 artists supported through free and
public programs
Over $57,000 in total grants awarded
11 successful exhibitions and events
organized
19 collaborations with community
organizations
Creating an arts alliance
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Impacts &
Achievements



HOW YOU CAN HELP
Volunteer opportunities
Donations and sponsorship
Attend our events and exhibitions
Spread the word on social media
Join our mailing list for updates
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CURRENTLY SEEKING SPONSORSHIP FOR:
-Sarah's Greenway Gathering 2024
-GNV Arts Alliance Kickstart (coming soon)
-Performance stages & event equipment
-Future Home of Spatially-Fed campaign: help us
build our own community arts center !



GET INVOLVED TODAY!

Contact information:
Email: hello@spatiallyfed.org
Phone: (352)681-0033

Follow us on social media:
Facebook: @spatiallyfed
Instagram: @spatiallyfed
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Thank You
www.spatiallyfed.org


